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The second object of the author is to coordinate the biotypologies of
Kretschmer, Jaensch, Pende, Berman, Wiersma and others, in so far as
there appears to be similarity between the underlying biological principles of
these typologies and those of Kretschmer's typology. Incidentally he hopes
thereby to direct the attention of English and American investigators to
bio-typological studies now being made at different centres on the continent.

This work, which is one of the products of investigations made by the
Institute on vocational, industrial and social adjustment of juveniles, is
interesting and suggestive. That a considerable degree of correlation
appears to exist between mental and physical characteristics is widely
recognized, and, though much work has been done on the subject, there is
still a large field for research. Kretschmer's studies afford a useful basis for
further investigations such as this of Dr. Willemse, but the existence of
intermediate types of every variety of mixture shows that the criteria for
a scientific classification are still lacking. In such circumstances the applica-
tion of unmeasurable entities such as mental qualities is all the more difficult.
The author has made a commendable attempt to add to our knowledge of
a complex subject and his excellent photographs materially assist his
descriptions.

T. R. H.

Fields of Psychology: A Study of Man and his Environment.
By GLENN DEVERE HIGGINSON, Assistant Professor of Psychology,
University of Illinois. London: George Allen & Unwin. 1931. Pp. 631.
Price 15s.

THIS book is of a type rather uncommon in present-day psychological
literature. It attempts to give an impression of the whole position and scope
of both normal and pathological psychology by presenting the theories, so
often conflicting, of the various schools; 'the questions thus raised being
dispassionately and, in most cases, thoroughly, discussed. Conflicting views
are contrasted, and in attempting to reconcile them the author does not
hesitate to express his own opinions. His attitude, however, is very
moderate, and the reader is impressed by his psychological insight and his
scientific spirit.

The book also deals extensively with matters that are, strictly speaking,
outside the domain of psychology. Thus it opens with a good chapter on
the origin and nature of science in which the place of psychology among
the sciences is discussed. Then there is a long section on problems
of development in which evolutionary hypotheses are expounded and their
significance for psychology indicated. This section contains much interesting
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information on comparative psychology and embryology, and there is an
excellent chapter on anthropology.

The psychological aspects of education, efficiency, advertising, and
delinquency are then dealt with, and the final part of the book, some 117
pages, consists of a necessarily short but balanced account of modern
psychopathology and psychotherapy.

Covering so wide a ground in so much detail, the book contains a large
amount of data bearing upon, but not of, psychology and should thus prove
valuable as a source of reference to all psychologists. As an introduction
for students it should assist them to get what so many of them fail to achieve
-a broad, comprehensive view of psychology as a whole. Not the least
valuable feature of the book is its very complete bibliography.

T. R. H.

Psychopathology of Forced Movements in Oculogyric Crises. By S1IITH
ELY JELLIFFE. New York and Washington: Nervous and Mental
Diseases Publishing Co. 1932. Pp. 219. Price $4.

WITH remarkable industry Dr. Jelliffe has collected and recorded in preqis
the case-histories of perhaps 200 examples of oculogyric crises occurring in
connexion with epidemic encephalitis. While most neurologists consider that
typical instances of the condition are found only in that morbid affection Dr.
Jelliffe will not have it so; he links with the syndrome other states, and,
indeed, other phenomena, that might properly be regarded as foreign to it.
However this may be (and it is not, perhaps, of prime importance), Dr.
Jelliffe's view is, apparently, that the ocular movements concerned have a

' meaning '; he believes that all manifestations of ' behaviour (' be it of
kidney, bone, muscle, speech, ocular movement,' etc.) have a ' meaning,' to

understand which ' the entire organic unity of the human body and its milieu
must be taken into account.' For him, therefore, the ' meaning ' of
oculogyric crises can only be discovered bv roaming far afield. We are not
surprised, accordingly, to find it stated that they cannot be ' understood '
without study of concomitant mental states which show a trend towards
' complete retreat from reality.' ' Is it not a chimaera to believe that any
bit of behaviour . . . can be adequately understood if the mental states,
conscious and/or unconscious, are left out of the picture?' Some idea,
possibly, of what is intended can be gathered from the ' meaning ' attached
by Dr. Jelliffe to the downward movement of the eyes in a particular case:
' the lowering of the eyes is quite typical of the attitude of maidenly modesty
-attitude of the virgin-prostitute ambivalence.' The phenomena are
compulsion phenomena, and their ' meaning ' is always to be interpreted by
a consideration of the ' interaction of the ego, the super-ego, and the id.'
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